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“With your continued support, I know CURE can grow 
even deeper and bear more fruit, providing healing that 

will change lives not just for today, but for eternity.”  
— Dale Brantner

Dear friends,

You are making a difference in the 30 countries CURE is serving around 
the world. Lives are being changed today and for eternity through physical 
and spiritual healing, and the need for more surgeons and medical 
professionals is being addressed through training. Your prayers and 
support are making it possible for us to reach children and their families 
in underserved areas as together we pursue our mission to heal the sick 
and proclaim the kingdom of God.

You can see your impact beautifully illustrated in the stories of the children 
we serve—children like Marcos from the Dominican Republic. His journey 
to physical healing was the catalyst for real emotional and spiritual healing 
for his mom, Crucita, and has impacted his entire family. We see the same 
themes running through each of the stories of the children in our care. 

Over the past year, CURE has performed over 23,000 surgeries on children 
like Marcos. More than 9,300 people like Crucita have made an expression 
of faith. Training has continued for surgeons, nurses, counselors, and 
many others. We celebrate each of these milestones with gratitude for the 
critical role you have played in making them possible.

Yet, there is so much more to do. Every day, more children and parents 
arrive at CURE locations around the world looking for hope and healing. 
Resource limitations constrain our impact, but With your continued 
support, I know CURE can grow even deeper and bear more fruit, 
providing healing that will change lives not just for today, but for eternity.

Thank you for your faithful partnership. I look forward to seeing what we 
can do together in the days ahead.

Serving together, 

Dale Brantner
President & CEO

All statistics cited are for CURE’s Fiscal Year 2015, July 1, 2014, through June 30, 2015.



arcos’ disability began to show shortly after birth, his legs 
bowing outward while his feet turned inward. Learning to 

walk was nearly impossible. Kids in his neighborhood used to make 
jokes at his expense. His mother, Crucita, took him to a local hospital 
for physical therapy, but it didn’t make a difference. Then, she met a 
doctor who told her, “God put it on my heart to help you.” He told 
her about CURE.

At the CURE hospital in Santo Domingo, Marcos and Crucita met 
Dr. Santana, who assured them he would prioritize surgery for Marcos. 
Within a month, his first surgery took place, and after two additional 
surgeries, Marcos’ legs and feet are now straight, and he can walk and 
run and play just like the other kids in his neighborhood—kids that 
no longer make fun of him.

Crucita had been praying for a miracle for Marcos for years. She 
had no idea when or how it would happen, but she knew only God 
could bring about healing for her son. When they arrived at the 
CURE hospital, staff devotions were taking place. As she heard the 
devotions and singing, she realized she was in a Christian hospital, 
and she felt peace. As Crucita continued to travel to CURE with her 
son, the staff continued to minister to her. She found strength and 
hope in her time spent there.

When the day finally arrived for Marcos to take his first steps 
after his surgeries, Crucita watched with amazement as he walked 
on straight legs, without assistance—something that had never 
happened before. She realized God had answered her prayers with a 
miracle for Marcos. At that moment, Crucita surrendered her whole 
life to God. “God has given me so much, and I have given Him 
nothing. So I said to God, ‘Here’s my life.’ It is the only thing I can 
give Him.”
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More than 23,000 life-
changing surgeries and 
280,000 outpatient 
visits brought new life 
to children and their 
families this year.

This year, CURE witnessed more than 9,300 
people make expressions of faith.

A surgery at CURE Dominican Republic

Dr. Santana, who welcomed Crucita and Marcos and made sure his 
treatment began without delay, is a Dominican national who works 
alongside the expatriate doctors at the CURE hospital in Santo 
Domingo. Across our network of hospitals and programs, CURE is 
intentional about implementing training programs for local doctors 
and medical professionals. Through these efforts, longstanding 
deficits in medical education and infrastructure are being addressed, 
while training the next generation of national surgeons ensures that 
kids like Marcos will be healed for many years to come.

More than 7,200 medical 
professionals have been 
trained by CURE since 1998.

Crucita & Marcos


